Waaier menu week 43*

Monday Oktober 24
Fish schnitzel with mashed potatoes, vegetables and ravigotte sauce
Spaghetti Carbonara with baquette and cheese
Vegetarian spaghetti Carbonara with baquette and cheese

Tuesday Oktober 25
Hungarian Goulash with gratin and vegetables
Kip in Tomato sauce with rice and vegetables
Vegetarian Quorn Goulash with rice and vegetables

Wednesday Oktober 26
Ajam pangang with yellow rice, vegetables and seroendeng
Beef stew with fried potatoes, cauliflower and cream sauce
Vega Foe Young Hai with yellow rice, vegetables and beans

Thursday Oktober 27
Chicken leg with potatoes slices and beans
Moroccan chicken with couscous and vegetables
Vegetarian Moroccan quorn with couscous and vegetables

Friday Oktober 28
Chef’s menu

*subject to any changes